1996 SPRING LECTURE SERIES

APRIL
4•17 Frank O. Gehry
   Recent Work. 5:00pm Wexner Center
   Co Sponsored by the Wexner Center

4•18 Ulrich Koening
   Recent Work. 5:30pm Ives 100

4•24 Gunnar Birkets
   Recent Work. 8:00pm Fawcett Center

MAY
5•15 George Hargreaves
   Landscape Poetics. 5:30pm Ives 100
   Sponsored by the Glimcher Lecture Fund

5•23 Douglas Garofalo
   Heterogeneous Suburbs. 4:30pm Rooms 170 Math Annex (208 18th Ave)

5•24 Mike Cadwell
   Small Buildings. Book Signing 4:30pm Wexner Center

5•25 Nanako Umemoto
   Landscapes. 3:00pm Ives 100
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